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More about the Proposed Merger of SASS and Helvetia, New Jersey

The correspondence l have had concerning the merger has, to date, all been favorable

towards merging the two societies . Admittedly the post office has not had to out
on additional carriers to deliver the great influx of mail I thought might come!

However, the six people who have taken the time to drop me a note were all in favor
of the merger.

The name for the merged society has been suggested as "American Helvetia Philatelic

Society" It retains the "Helvetia" from the New Jersey group and the "American"
from SASS . I personally like the combination even though the key letters, AHPS,
do not make as easily pronounceable a word as SASS . Dr . Ganz has also suggested that
the name of the new publication might be "TELL" !!

	

If anyone has other suggestions
please don't wait to let me know what they are . The Helvetia N .J . publication is
called the "Alphorn .'.

Another suggestion made concerning the officers was to have a President, Secretary,
Treasurer, Editor (some debate as to whether he should be an officer 7?), and three
regional Vice Presidents with specific responsibilities . The VP's could oversee

publicity, awards, library loans, programs for regional meetings at exhibitions,
preparation of special cachets, preparation of a basic fact sheet to introduce new
Swiss collectors to available services and information sources both within the

society and from other places . Please let me hear from you with your ideas on
how the merged society should operate.

Yet another idea was put forth concerning the SASS circuits and the Helvetia
auctions . Both the auction and the circuits will be getting underway with a
"new season" in September or October and current members of both societies could
participate in these programs during the last third of the year . More about this

later in the July-August Herald (which might be a joint issue sent to members of
both current societies since Helvetia does not publish the Alphorn during July
or August) . This last comment was just a thought that came to me while typing

this page at 1 :40 A .M . so it may be a product of fuzzy thinking! We'll see.
Address all correspondence to Robert T . Clarke, 1338 Naples Drive, Dallas, Tx . 75232

A SASS welcome to the following new members :
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SASS	 -	 New England Chapter Meeting

Next Meeting: Wed. June 5, 1974 at Dr . Abelmann's house, 7 Moon
Hill Road, Lexington, Mass .

	

about 7 :30 P. M.

Transportation : If needed call Jan Donker, 272-4623.

Directions : Take Exit 44S from Route 128 toward Lexington Center ; this
is Rte. 4-225 which you follow through Lex . Center for
about 2 mi . where Rte. 4-225 makes a right turn at a
small circle . After circle follow this route for about 100
yards and turn right at Fern St . Then turn left on
Moreland Ave. and left again on Moon Hill Rd. No. 7 is
second driveway on the right. (Editor's note: if you get
lost, don't call me!).

Note :

	

This is the last meeting of the 1973-1974 season . We
will resume next autumn .
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THE STRUBELI CONTROVERSY

by Fred R . Lesser
(Part 2, conclusion)

page	 •	

In late 1856, a new problem arose . The green thread was considered too invisible.

Early in 1857, the silk thread color was changed into a multiple color system, i .e .,

the 5 Rp . brown 'Strubeli' was given a yellow thread, the 10 Rp . blue a red colored

thread, the 15 Rp . rose a blue thread, the greenish 40 Rp . a brown-red thread, and

the new gray 1 Fr . stamp which appeared in 1855 a black thread . This change over-

contributed to the fact that some Munich paper with the green silk thread was still

used up at a time when the different thread colors were introduced . Where the cross-
over was or when it took place at the total elimination of all green-thread paper,

nobody seems to know for sure.

The inks used by the Mint proved of a superior quality as compared with those used

by Weiss . Hence, the Mint-printed stamps are supposed to look 'fresher' . The em-

bossed figure of the 'Sitting Helvetia' caused inking problems on both sides, for
the Weiss people and the Mint alike . But because the colors of the inks used by the
Mint were better, shade differences are less noticeable in stamps printed bythe
latter . It was then noticed that the demand for the 5 Rp . value by far exceeded

that of the I Fr ., and again a thread color switch was effected . The thread in the

paper for the 5 Rp . became black and that of the 1 Fr . yellow . In 1856, the Papier-

fabrik an der Sihl was instructed to go back to a green thread for all paper used

for the whole series, and 1857 saw the birth of the 2 Rp . value . This 2 Rp.stamp

cut diagonally together with an uncut stamp could be used for a 3 Rp . postage rate

which applied to printed matter to Italy.

When the Federal Mint in Berne started printing the 'Strubeli', it packed the stamps
close together in order to print sheets of 50 . The spacing between the stamps thus

became narrower . If one takes into consideration the quality of scissors and eye-
glasses in those days, it is not surprising that the majority of stamps sold were

frequently without margins, or part of the margins missing.

Already in 1855, the gray 1 Fr . changed its color to gray-lilac, and in 1856/7, the
15 Rp . became rose and then a new orange 20 Rp . joined the series . Until 1862, the

green thread prevailed without change . October 1862 saw the birth of the perforated

'Sitting Helvetia', and a new era began . Silk fibers replaced the silk thread.

Of course, soon after the disappearance of the 'Strubeli', the world of philately
began to attempt to identify, categorize and classify the 'Strubeli' stamps as they

appeared during the preceding eight years . This would have been not too difficult

had the post offices used dated cancellations throughout . But, unfortunately, the
use of cancellation stamps bearing dates was not decreed until May 25, 1857.

Over the years, Zumstein and Company and Marken-Muller of Basel began to categorize

the 'Strubeli' issues on the basis of

paper thickness,

ink ridges around the fi g ure,

quality of ink — color freshness of stamp,

clarity of lozenges (background) — and sharpness,
color of threads,

depth of relief,
etc .
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Anybody who is familiar with Zumstein ' s 'Spezialkatalog ' on Swiss stamps knows the
complications arising from interpreting the above listed 'landmarks' . Of course,

dealers like Zumstein and Marken-Muller have a prime interest to establish guide-
lines for their identification processes so that they can, in turn, establish their

philatelic value assessments . On the other hand, the 'trade' in general is only too
happy to capitalize on the existence of such authoritative references . But if one
considers the fact that 120 years ago, people washed these 'Strubeli' stamps in

questionably clean water or water rich in inorganic sediments, pressed these stamps
in old-fashioned letter-presses between all sorts of paper, and exposed these stamps

to harsh sunlight, or even allowed them to be stored in damp rooms, the identification
or classification of these stamps can become a veritable guessing game.

The 'Strubeli' stamps on envelopes are much safer 'investments' as compared with
loose specimen . Since the ' Strubeli' stamps were issued in, then, relatively large

quantities, they are a feast for the auction houses and stamp dealers . There is
hardly a philatelist in the world who is prepared to defy a Zumstein or a Marken-
Muller . Margins can be argued about — color of silk threads can be identified — even

the color of the stamp can be evaluated ; but when it comes to paper thickness and
background clarity and other reference points, the most knowledgeable Swiss phila-

telist's judgment can be questioned.

Therefore, although many a collector considers the 'Strubeli' a MUST in his Swiss
collection — from an assessment point of view, he may be vulnerable . Many serious

collectors shy away from the 'Strubeli', and this may account for the fact that their
availability has not diminished despite the inflation we live in and the ardent search
for good Swiss stamp material . Although included in the 'Altschweiz', there are
philatelists who separate the 'Strubeli' from the 'Altschweiz' and treat the former
as a special 'special' . This may also be the reason why the PTT has so far published

relatively little on this series and leaves the identification of these stamps to the
better known dealers and Swiss catalogue publishers .
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More on the varieties in the new 5 centime stamp
A short note from Mark Weiner was received concerning the new 5c . stamp . It reads:
"I was interested in your note about the new 5c . stamp which appeared in the April
HH so I started to examine the ones in my possession and found that there are other
printing varieties . I have 50 of these stamps plus a block of four from the lower

right of the sheet . The 50 stamps are as reported and have no other varieties.
However, the block of four in addition to the variety reported contains the following:

Upper Left :

	

The blue field behind the statue is broken to the right
of the head in the form of a white claw.

Lower Left :

	

The blue field behind the statue is broken both to the
right and left of the head . The patch to the left runs

in' the form of a white line from the middle of the head
to the end of the arm.

Upper Right :

	

Blue field behind the statue broken by two patches, one
to the right and one to the left of the head.

Lower Right :

	

Small white patch to the right of the head plus two blue
lines running diagonally across the stamp. The lower
line starts at the base of the pedestal across the right
arm and shoulder and left neck ; the second line is
about one inch above and runs parallel to the first.

Mark thought l would find these observations of interest . I did and hope you do too. (Ed.)
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN; Part	 32

By Felix Ganz

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS	 AND	 MARKINGS	 OF SWITZERLAND

Page	 6

Special postmarks of the land called Helvetia have been in existence since
1850, IF one is to believe the supposedly competent reference sources ; and to
this date anywhere from 1000 to 1500 of these markings have been recorded, de-
pending on how one cares to count. Unfortunately -- and this is really a most
annoying state of affairs -- there is not ONE, but rather two reference works
that must be used by a collector interested in assembling a reference collection.
Both of these are available at present, and they complement each other quite
well, overlapping only once in a while.

The first of these which, in its last edition, has changed format and con-
tent organization completely, is the UN Catalogue of Special Postmarks of Switz-
erland, a publication either in its third or fourth edition (1973) . It lists not
only the special postmarks and cancellations (as we would normally understand
them to being hand struck postmarks with date or special cachets struck next to
a regular town cds .), but also includes (in the illustration section chronologic-
ally) all Automobile Post Office markings . This became necessary, as against two
different listings in earlier catalogues, because many automobile p .o . date can-
cellations no longer say "Auto p .n ." in their text, and thus are unrecognizable
as such, but simply look like true special cancellations for fairs, exhibitions .,
sports events, stamp shows, congresses, etc .

	

In addition the current PEN cata-
logue also lists all Swiss FD cancellations from 1948 to date as well as all
markings in use at the offices of the League of Nations in Geneva, and the United
Nations cancellations prior to the latter's becoming a separate, stamp-issuing en-
tity of the United Nations.

One has to learn to use this catalogue, even though practically all special
cancellations are illustrated and even ::though the introduction has an English
language section . In addition to the illustration each cancellation or marking
is priced in a series of lists -- the price applicable to complete covers -- and
the length of use is given as well, as far as known to the editor . Cost of the
volume is between $12 and $15, and is an indispensable aid to a real collector.

Mild objections to the latest edition of this work are as follows : 1) vari-
ations of cancellation hammers used for the same event are shown only in rarest
instances while in earlier editions these were given wherever known . This can be
serious because dissimilarities could be mistaken for forgeries ; and 2) nowhere
in this catalogue are there listed, or even mentioned as existing, several hund-
red AIRMAIL special cancellations . For these one needs a separate reference work.
And a third regret relates to semi-official strikes and cachets some of which
were shown in earlier editions . They are all purged from the book now.

Thus a collector who comes across official Swiss cancellations for special
events and who cannot find them in PEN, must avail himself of either one of the
following works : a) the ZumsteinSpecialized (my choice) which on about 80 pages
lists ALL flight markings and cancellations from 1913 to the present, and b) the
Swiss Aerophilatelists ' Catalogue which is published about every four years and
which contains in painstaking detail anything airmailish that happens to appeal
to the editorial board's collecting interests, but which also omits or treats
quite summarily only certain other aspects of Switzerland ' s airmail postal histo-
ry .
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PEN, by the way, also discriminatesagainst
a few Swiss cancellations officially used and
announced by the Swiss PTT . Three of these are
shown at right (Fig . 1-3) . Fig.1 according, to PEN
was a s peculative item that merits a cold shoul-
der, while Fig.2 and 3 were supposedly NOT valid
cancellations since they were applied at fairs
abroad (even though I have pieces of mail with
these markings on registered covers to the USA :)

flow should one collect special cancellations? Well, th e most natural way
would be to attempt a complete collection . That beint pretty much out of the
question for a variety of reasons alluded to later, a collector might initially
simply acquire what is available now, perhaps even take a subscription at the
GD-PTT ' s Philatelic Agency in Bern for all new cancellations (this is possible)
and then work backwards, eventually becoming more specific in his interests.

I know of one SASS member who collects only Shooting Fe s tival cancels, of
many who wish to complete their First Day cancellation collection from 1948 to
the present, and of one SASS member who is particularly interested in discover-

the differences between the more than one hammers used at any one special
ceremony or special post office . But one could also collect, for instance:

Airmail, first flight, balloon and related strikes only;
Sports events only, or even topical subdivisions in this Group;
Cancellations showin g, flowers, insects, automobiles, churches, etc .,
Music and/or art related cancels only;
International conferences ' special markings only;

' Dated strikes only (eliminating all cachet type markings);
Philatelic events (day of stamp; regional and natl. shows, etc.) only;
Cachets that are red, or green, etc ., only ; and many more possibilities.

Fig.4

(note the variety of "prepaid" PP & PF marks)

( to be continued)

The earliest special
markings are extremely in-
frequently found as well as
expensive . The earliest
item, shown here on a com-
plete letter (that is the
only way in which to col-
lect specialpostmarks) is
an oval strike produced
on the occasion of the
1851 firstnatl. shooting
(rifle) matches in Geneva.
This marking, to my
knowledge NOT found struck on
stamps, was used already
in 1850, and that makes it
a trifle suspect. because
it really could be a cor-
ner card rather than a can-
cellation : however., it may
have been a "free-frank "
device or a marking. in the
manner of an advance slogan.
At any rate it commands, if
found at all, a price of from
$60 on up	 or much more .
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" I DIDN'T KNOW THAT ! "

(with apologies to the Ford Motor Company)

by

Fred R. Lesser

As many an enthusiastic stamp collector knows (or should know), when It comes to
selling one's 'Labor of Love', the world is full of surprises.

This writer recently heard from a very disturbed and frustrated collector of Swiss
stamps . "Why is it", he asked, "when you want to sell any of your stamps, the
dealer or buyer invariably comes up with a depreciative comment or criticism
affecting your, the seller's estimate by a truly embarrassing margin!".

It is, of course, the buyer's traditional business to buy at the lowest price
possible and to sell at the highest price attainable . However, there is a psy-
chological kink in most philatelists' thinking process when it comes to actually
selling stamps . The interval between the date of acquisition of material and the
date of its disposal generally compels the collector to rely on the prices listed
in catalogs . Since there are no catalogs which publish the prices of stamps at
which dealers will buy them, there is a tremendous frontier of value estimates and
interpretations . It is, therefore, absolutely imperative that a collector can match
the likely buyer's depreciative assessments . This involves, quite often, some
dramatic and frustrating 'discoveries' about one's cherished hobby.

The case in point is the so-called trade's practice to depreciate machine-cancelled
stamps as against hand-cancelled philatelic material . This prejudice, practice or
policy applies, or is being applied to the relatively costly, early Swiss 'Pro Juv-
entutes' - 1915, 1916 and 1917, especially the famous 1915 'Luzernli'.

In 1911, the Swiss Post Office authorities began experimenting with machine-operated
cancellation of mail .

	

In 1913, the first 'design' consisted of a 'flag' of wavy
parallel lines with the conventional 'crown', i .e . the post office and date stamp

on its left . When this design was used, obviously the stamp in the top right corner
of the envelope was 'hit' with the 'flag' only (the 'crown' being left of the wavy
line pattern) .

	

It did not take the postal authorities long to appreciate the
possibility of using the 'flag' for propaganda or publicity purposes .

	

In fact, the
first 'propaganda flag' was for the Swiss National Exhibition held in Bern in 1914.

These mechanised cancellation devices were first installed in the post offices in
larger cities, such as Zurich, Basel, St . Gallen and Bern . When the Swiss semi-
postals appeared, it was obvious that they were bought and used in larger numbers in
the larger cities of Switzerland as compared with their usage in 'Alpen-Doerfern'
(villages) . Therefore, a disproportionately large number of these 1915 and 1916
'Pro Juventute' stamps fell victim to this new cancellation process.

On the other hand, hand-cancelled mail bearing these semi-postal stamps suffered
badly . The first 'Pro Juventute' stamps were relatively small stamps and the
conventional hand cancelling practically obliterated these stamps . For this
reason, many a collector went out of his way to prefer the famous 'Luzernli'
(1915 Pro Juventute) with wavy cancellation marks to the nearly obliterated hand-
cancelled variety .
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As World War I continued, the Federal Post Office discontinued the machine cancel-

lation process, but they made a half-hearted attempt at it again after 1919 . How-

ever the advantages of machine cancellation of mail took over and every other

country in Europe adopted this method . Yet, while the majority of European post

offices changed the position of the 'flag' to that of the 'crown' by placing the
'crown' to the right of the 'flag', Switzerland did not follow suit until1940!

When the Swiss Post Office changed the lay-out, the machine-cancelled stamp now
bore the 'crown', i .e . the conventional circular cancellation mark . Stamps thus

cancelled could not be distinguished from stamps cancelled by hand.

Now, there are philatelists who won't look at a used stamp unless the cancellation

clearly shows the place of issue and the date . But from a genuine or legitimate

'used' point of view, a machine-cancelled stamp bearing only wavy lines is an
officially used stamp and often, esthetically speaking, much prettier than a stamp

half-obliterated by a hand-operated cancellation.

Coming back, now, to the argument raised in the beginning of this article ; if the

Swiss stamp collector is aware of this discrimination he can use it against the

seller, exactly as the buyer is likely to use it against the selling philatelist.
The issue is not unlike the question whether mint stam ps depreciate due to hinge

traces . In the case of old and genuinely gummed stamps, the argument is simply
ridiculous - but here too, dealers try it on the collector the moment he enters

the market to sell.

Well - the 'I didn't know that' should be a warning .
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Double Impression on Rayon Il 	 (Scott # 8)
Doug Casper sent an interesting note to me a couple
of days ago . He had just gotten a Certificate
on a Rayon II (Scott # 8) position 32 with a
"doppledruck", "kiss" print in the dark colored
impression . The numeral shows the double imp-
ression best, but there are more traces in the
background and the ribbon . I had not seen this
variety listed in the Zumstein catalog so
thought it would be of interest to SASS members . (Ed .)
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